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Introduction
For over twenty years, VLANs have become synonymous with bridging. A transparent bridge has well
established behaviors such as listening, learning, flooding, forwarding, blocking, and aging. However,
none of these behaviors stipulate that a bridging domain shall be characterized by a VLAN much less a
12 bit one at that. The 802.1q tag was inadequate especially for service providers. Hence, 802.1ad QinQ
double tagging was introduced as per the IEEE standard. Many vendors also introduced concepts such
as VLAN translation to provide some flexibility for the ingress and egress tags. Such developments have
been ad hoc and hence of the vendor solutions to bridge domain look like a patchwork of independent
developments from different time periods.
A bridge domain (BD) is a set of logical ports that share the single flooding or broadcast domain and
mapped to single or multiple 802.1Q VLANs as well as to double tagged IEEE 802.1ad VLAN tags.
Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric presents a well thought out and cohesive bridge domain solution with
declarative specifications. This document describes the Pluribus solution.

Use Cases
In this section we discuss various use cases of bridge domains and then provide specific examples. All
these examples refer to real customer use cases, even if the customer is not named.

Overview
A few common use cases of bridge domains are shown in the picture below.

Figure 1:
Bridge domain use
cases

A typical use case of the bridge domains is to support the traditional QinQ. A service provider tag, s-tag
is pushed on customer traffic c-tag. Let us say a provider offered a LAN service to two customers both
of whom are using VLAN 100. The provider can isolate the two tenants in their fabric by adding an s-tag
of say 201 for the first tenant and 202 for the second tenant. The original MAC address is preserved for
learning and forwarding.
Another use case for bridge domains is to support QinQ in broadband access networks, where the
12+12 bits QinQ tags do not have individual significance. Since service providers have more than 2^12 =
4096 customers, they use the full 24 bits as customer id.
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A third use case for bridge domains applies to Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), colocation (colo)
facilities and Internet eXchange Providers (IXPs) each use QinQ with different semantics. For example,
the provider can use one tag as the tenant ID and the second tag as the service ID. An IXP may merge
different VLANs used by different SPs, into a single bridge domain. It is also quite common to use VLAN
translation from ingress to egress to avoid overlapping VLANs.
Likewise, in a Telco Cloud data center running NVFi applications we can use bridge domains to combine
various services for a particular tenant. For example, a border network gateway or a firewall is typically
not QinQ aware and we need to integrate the services by adding a second tag in the data center.

Telco VNF Service Chaining
Typical service chaining is based on VNFs peering (static or dynamic routing) over the physical switch
fabric. VNF of different service chains are isolated inside the same compute node. They use different
VLAN IDs to communicate with the physical switch fabric.
Figure 2:
Telco VNF service
chaining model

Pluribus Netvisor ONE bridge domain services with VLAN ID translation provide a great solution here.
They are operationally simple. They can be configured as a single fabric object with network overlay
auto-provisioning.

Enterprise DMZ Service Chaining
Enterprise DeMilitarized Zones (DMZ) have strict isolation requirements. They segment each service with
unique VLAN ID (no lateral conversation or move allowed between services). Each service only talks to
the firewall (gateway). We need to avoid configuring basic 802.1q trunks or native VLANs to prevent VLAN
hopping.
Figure 3:
Enterprise DMZ service
chaining model
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Pluribus Netvisor ONE bridge domain services with VLAN ID translation provide a great solution here.
They can be configured as a single fabric wide overlay object. Bridge domains also provide
isolation features.

Cloud SP: Scalable VLAN Transport for Tenant VIMs
We face several challenges when we have per tenant Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) design
requirements. VIMs include Openstack manager, Kubernetes for dockers or VMWare vCenter to manage
Virtual Machines (VMs). VIM services such as mobility, storage and management require scaling beyond
4K VLANs in network fabric. In addition, we could have VLAN tags that overlap.
Figure 4:
Adaptive Cloud Fabric
with nested VIMs

The above figure shows a Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric (ACF) with multiple VIMs. You could also have
one main VIM per tenant and several per service VIMs nested within. You typically have different VIMs for
different services such as virtual machine mobility and storage management, each with its own VLAN tag.
We can address the above issues with a solution based on bridge domains. We can aggregate VLAN
traffic from multiple VLANs for each tenant and thereby consume a single VLAN tag per tenant. This can
now scale to thousands of tenants.

Cloud SP: Scalable VLAN Transport for SP Peering Applications
These are some of the requirements of service provider (SP) peering:
• Allowing high-speed peering among different regional SP routers, with the ability to monitor two
kinds of services:
• Direct line between any two routers (P2P or E-LINE)
• Broadcast domain among several routers (Multi-Point to Multi-Point - MP2MP or E-LAN)
• Routers connect to the Internet eXchange Provider (IXP) using VLANs of their choosing
• The VLANs used for various services may overlap
Current non-SDN technologies have limitations and challenges: for example, MPLS is expensive and
complex, while BGP EVPN standard lacks most of the required features.
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Figure 5:
IXP peering services

Pluribus Netvisor ONE bridge domain solution includes support for E-LINE and E-LAN logical topologies.
This is cost efficient and operationally simple. This provides an easy way to control and monitor
inter-provider traffic.

Smart-City, ISP and Enterprise: IoT Traffic Segmentation
IoT deployments presents several new requirements & challenges associated with interconnecting
large number of unsecure devices to centralized services. It is critical for security reasons to be able to
isolate IoT traffic from other services, minimize E-W IoT conversations, and provide segmentation
services over a geo-distributed network which includes many legacies or 3rd party transport and
various access technologies.
Figure 6:
Smart IoT cameras with
isolation
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Current non-SDN technologies have limitations and challenges: for example, MPLS is expensive and
complex, while BGP EVPN standard lacks most of the required features.
In contrast, Pluribus Netvisor ONE bridge domains support isolated E-tree services. They are also cost
efficient and easy to orchestrate at scale and across multiple sites.

Bridge Domain Features
A wide range of services are provided by Pluribus Netvisor ONE bridge domains. The table below
summarizes the key features. We provide examples of the configuration in the rest of the document.
Figure 7:
Bridge domain vs
traditional VLAN
feature comparison

VLAN
802.1q VLAN Translation/Overlap

Flexibility

Bridge
Domain

Requires vNET

802.1q VLAN Aggregation
Q-in-Q support
Layer-3 termination

Scale

Resilience &
Security
Programmability

Roadmap

Overlay approach to scale beyond 4K
VLAN on same switch
Geographical Extension
vLAG | LAG interoperability
QoS & Security Policies
End-to-End service (tunnel) provisioning

Automatic

Automatic

The Pluribus Netvisor ONE implementation is extremely flexible by allowing ports with different
encapsulation to be part of the same bridge domain: some ports can have a single tagged VLAN, some
a double tagged VLAN and some a range of VLANs. This high degree of flexibility is possible because the
bridge domains are built on top of the highly scalable VxLAN overlay technology.
There are multiple tag protocol IDs (TPIDs) used with bridge domains. We have the 802.1ad TPID 0x88A8
and 802.1q TPID 0x8100. Pluribus Netvisor ONE bridge domain solution supports both.

Netvisor Bridge Domain Capabilities
This section is a summary of the Netvisor bridge domain capabilities which will be examined
throughout the rest of the document.
[NOTE: if this section is a guide to the rest of the document it needs to include a summary of all the
feature you are showing later including transparent, non-transparent, statistics, Metro Ethernet Forum
topologies etc.]
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Bridge Domain Basics
Encapsulations
Bridge domain should handle multiple Ethernet tag encapsulations such untagged, single-tagged and
double-tagged. The table below shows the source-destination pair combinations of tagging.
Src\dst

Untagged

Single-tagged

Double-tagged

Untagged

Yes

Yes

Yes

Single-tagged

Yes

Yes

Yes

Double-tagged

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pluribus Netvisor ONE supports (Yes) all the above combinations. Below we show, an ethernet frame
with tag header.
Figure 8:
Ethernet tag in header

Most of the bridge domain tag encapsulations, statistics and policers are covered in Bridge Domain
Basics section. Bridge domain in a vNET is also covered there.
Bridge Domain Untagged to Tagged
Bridge domain untagged to tagged needs additional options. It is shown later in the document in Bridge
domain untagged to tagged section.

MEF Services
Traditionally a bridge domain uses a multi-point to multi-point E-LAN model. However, in some cases,
we can selectively keep bridging domain ports isolated like in an E-Tree service. Pluribus Netvisor ONE
supports both models.

Disabling MAC Learning on a Bridge Domain
MAC learning can be enabled or disabled on a bridge domain. Even though MAC learning is enabled by
default, there could be many reasons to disable most notably to conserve hardware table space.

Bridge Domain Transparent Mode
The transparent mode refers to a way preserving the priority bits and the ethernet tags as discussed in
Bridge domain transparent mode section.
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Priority Bits
The priority bits in an ethernet header could be preserved or reset to 0 as the packets traverse the fabric.
This is possible with single tagged and double tagged traffic.
Bridge Domain and VLAN
Even though single tagged VLAN and bridge domain look similar, they are different in the sense that a
bridge domain can support multiple encapsulations or even tag translation. On the other hand, VLAN
supports L3 traffic termination. For these reasons we allow bridge domains and VLANs to co-exist.

Layer2 Protocol Tunneling
Several protocol packets such as CDP, LLDP, STP, LACP belong to a tenant specific bridge domain. In
QinQ deployments, these packets can be configured to be tunneled through the service provider cloud.

Bridge Domain Basics
In this section, we give some examples of bridge domain configuration.

Aggregation and QinQ
This example below shows the bridge domain operation with different encapsulations: we have a
single-tagged port with vlan range 126-128 on switch ebc-frond-1 and double tagged <200,127> port on
switch ebc-frond-2. We demonstrate that pings will work within this L2 domain called bd126r127dt
even though the encapsulations are different. The double tagged QinQ encapsulations are supported
with Tag Protocol ID (TPID) 0x8100 as well as the 802.1ad standard 0x88A8.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) >
bridge-domain-create name bd126r127dt scope fabric vxlan 126200 rsvd-vlan 4013
auto-vxlan description bd126r127dtDes
switch ebc-frond-1 bridge-domain-port-add name bd126r127dt port 22 vlans 126,128
switch ebc-frond-2 bridge-domain-port-add name bd126r127dt port 22 outer-vlan 200
inner-vlan 127

In the above configuration, a rsvd-vlan is a fabric reserved VLAN for communication in cluster switches.
Use vxlan-stats-show bd bd126r127dt to monitor the traffic. Notice that the auto-vxlan
option will add the bridge domain (vni) to all the VTEPs and consequently to all the tunnels that the
VTEP terminate.
Figure 9:
Simple bridge domain
topology
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Ubuntu server ebc-server-2 configuration
vconfig add ens1f0 126
ip addr add 172.18.125.3 dev ens1f0.126
ip route add 172.18.125.0/24 dev ens1f0.126

Ubuntu server ebc-server-4 configuration
ip link add link ens3f1 name ens3f1.200 type vlan id 200 protocol 802.1ad
ip link add link ens3f1.200 name ens3f1.200.127 type vlan id 127
ip addr add 172.18.125.2 dev ens3f1.200.127
ip route add 172.18.125.0/24 dev ens3f1.200.127
root@ebc-server-4:~# ping 172.18.125.3
PING 172.18.125.3 (172.18.125.3) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.18.125.3: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=4.21 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.125.3: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=4.19 ms

Bridge Domain Isolation
The second example is designed to demonstrate that even if the VLAN encapsulation is the same on
two ports of the fabric, no traffic is allowed between these two ports if they belong to different
bridge domains.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-3) >
bridge-domain-create name bd126b scope fabric vxlan 126126 rsvd-vlan 4012 autovxlan description bdtest126b
switch ebc-frond-3 bridge-domain-port-add name bd126b port 22 vlans 126

Ubuntu server ebc-server-11 configuration
vconfig add eth3 126
ip addr add 172.18.125.4 dev eth3.126
ip route add 172.18.125.0/24 dev eth3.126
root@ebc-server-11:~# ping 172.18.125.2
PING 172.18.125.2 (172.18.125.2) 56(84) bytes of data.
^C
--- 172.18.125.2 ping statistics --9 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 8062ms

However, the following two commands will remove the ebc-frond-3 port 22 from bd126b and add it to
bd126r127dt. Then, the pings will succeed.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-port-remove name bd126b switch
ebc-frond-3 port 22
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-port-add name bd126r127dt switch
ebc-frond-3 port 22 vlans 126
root@ebc-server-11:~# ping 172.18.125.2
PING 172.18.125.2 (172.18.125.2) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.18.125.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.201 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.125.2: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.226 ms

Bridge Domain Statistics
We use vxlan-stats-show bd bd126r127dt to monitor the traffic. It will show the statistics for the bridge
domain vxlan 126200.
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CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > vxlan-stats-show bd bd126r127dt format
switch,time,vnid,ibytes,ibits,ipkts,obytes,obits,opkts show-diff-interval 1
switch
time
vnid
ibytes ibits ipkts obytes obits opkts
----------- -------- ------ ------ ----- ----- ------ ----- ----ebc-frond-1 09:49:37 126200 6.66M 55.8M 4.82K 14.1M 118M 17.7K
ebc-frond-3 09:49:37 126200 25.7M 215M 74.8K 32.9M 276M 81.3K
switch
time
vnid
ibytes ibits ipkts obytes obits opkts
----------- -------- ------ ------ ----- ----- ------ ----- ----ebc-frond-1 09:49:39 126200 0
0
0
0
0
0
ebc-frond-3 09:49:39 126200 0
0
0
0
0
0
<snipped>
switch
time
vnid
ibytes ibits ipkts obytes obits opkts
----------- -------- ------ ------ ----- ----- ------ ----- ----ebc-frond-1 09:49:45 126200 174K
1.43M 123
355K
2.91M 247
ebc-frond-3 09:49:45 126200 174K
1.42M 123
353K
2.89M 246
switch
time
vnid
ibytes ibits ipkts obytes obits opkts
----------- -------- ------ ------ ----- ----- ------ ----- ----ebc-frond-1 09:49:47 126200 173K
1.42M 124
349K
2.86M 250
ebc-frond-3 09:49:47 126200 174K
1.42M 125
354K
2.90M 254

Bridge Domain Policer
Bridge domain is implemented as a first-class object in Netvisor ONE. For example, vflow Access Control
Lists (ACLs) can be configured on a bridge domain. Below, we give an example of a vflow policer
applied to a bridge domain. The example below is of vFlow configuration used as a policer. Security
policies and ACLs can be configured on bridge domains using the same vFlow command.
Server - launch iperf server
root@ebc-server-4:~/iatests# iperf -s -B 172.18.125.2 &
Client -- root@ebc-server-2:~/iatests# iperf -c 172.18.125.2 -t 300
CLI(network-admin@ebc-frond-1)> vflow-create name policer1 scope fabric bd
bd126r127dt bw-max 8g

We set the policer to a high value such as 8Gbits/sec so the traffic with overhead may be seen as
9.5Gbits/sec.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > port-stats-show port 22 show-diff-interval 1
switch
port ibits iUpkts obits oUpkts
---------- ---- ----- ------ ------ -----ebc-frond-1 22
9.63G 804K
19.7M 29.7K
ebc-frond-2 22
21.7M 30.9K 9.57G 797K

Once we change the policer rate to 4G bits/sec, we see a reduced traffic flow of around 4Gbits/sec.
CLI(network-admin@ebc-frond-1)> vflow-modify name policer1 bw-max 4g
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > port-stats-show port 22 show-diff-interval 1
switch
port ibits iUpkts obits oUpkts
----------- ---- ----- ------ ------ -----ebc-frond-1 22
4.47G 374K
9.96M 14.7K
ebc-frond-2 22
11.3M 15.8K 4.55G 379K

Bridge Domain in vNET
Pluribus Netvisor ONE operating system supports bridge domains in vNETs. This enhancement enables
vNET users to configure bridge domains on vNET ports so that they can be managed on a per tenant
basis. To configure bridge domains in a vNET, you should first specify the number of allowed bridge
domains in the vNET when creating it. Also, you must specify the vlan-type as private, because the
default vlan-type is public but bridge domains are supported only in global or private vNETs. The
example below shows how to create a vNET and have some ports associated with the vNET.
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CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-4) > vnet-create name VNET-2 scope fabric vlan-type
private num-private-vlans 10 vxlans 502001-502010 admin VNET-2-admin num-bridgedomains 3
CLI(nwk-adm@ebc-frond-4) > switch * vnet-modify name VNET-2 vxlans 502001-502010
public-vlans 2001-2010
CLI (nwk-adm@ebc-frond-4) >switch ebc-frond-2, ebc-frond-3 vnet-port-add vnetname VNET-2 ports 2,3
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-4)>vnet-show name VNET-2 format switch, scope,vlantype,public-vlans,num-private-vlans,num-bridge-domains,vxlans,managed-ports
switch
vlan-type public-vlans pvt-vlans num-bds vxlans
managed-ports
----------- --------- ------------ --------- ------- ---------- ------------ebc-frond-1 private
2001-2010
10
3
502001-502010 none
ebc-frond-2 private
2001-2010
10
3
502001-502010 2-3
ebc-frond-3 private
2001-2010
10
3
502001-502010 2-3
ebc-frond-4 private
2001-2010
10
3
502001-502010 none
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond4)

Once the vNET has been created, we can create a bridge domain within the vNET. Notice how the
rsvd-vlan is automatically pulled from a reserved pool. You cannot specify a reserved VLAN for a bridge
domain in a vNET configuration as the reserved VLAN is automatically selected from the vtep-auto-vlan
range. This VLAN range is common to all vNETs.
CLI(VNT-2adm@ebc-frond-4)>bridge-domain-create name VNET-2-bd1 scope fabric vxlan
502009 auto-vxlan vnet VNET-2
CLI (VNET-2-admin@ebc-frond-4) > running-config-show | grep bridge-domain
bridge-domain-create name VNET-2-bd1 vnet VNET-2 scope fabric vxlan 502009 autovxlan rsvd-vlan 2875
CLI (VNET-2-admin@ebc-frond-4) > switch ebc-frond-3 bridge-domain-port-add name
VNET-2-bd1 port 3 vlans 2005
CLI (VNET-2-admin@ebc-frond-4) > bridge-domain-show vnet VNET-2 format
switch,name,vnet,scope,vxlan,auto-vxlan,rsvd-vlan,ports
switch
name
vnet
scope vxlan auto-vxlan rsvd-vlan ports
----------- ---------- ------ ------ ------ ---------- --------- ----ebc-frond-1 VNET-2-bd1 VNET-2 fabric 502009 yes
2875
ebc-frond-2 VNET-2-bd1 VNET-2 fabric 502009 yes
2875
ebc-frond-3 VNET-2-bd1 VNET-2 fabric 502009 yes
2875
3
ebc-frond-4 VNET-2-bd1 VNET-2 fabric 502009 yes
2875
CLI (VNET-2-admin@ebc-frond-4) > bridge-domain-port-show
switch
name
vnet
port vlans l2-learning
----------- ---------- ------ ---- ----- ----------ebc-frond-3 VNET-2-bd1 VNET-2 3
2005 none
CLI (VNET-2-admin@ebc-frond-4) > vtep-vxlan-show vxlan 502009
name
vxlan isolated
---------- ------ -------RTRFROND-1 502009 no
RTRFROND-3 502009 no
RTRFROND-2 502009 no
RTRFROND-4 502009 no

Below, we show the rsvd-vlan range using the vtep-auto-vlan-show command. Since 2875 has been
consumed, it can no longer be used as a regular VLAN.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-4) > vtep-auto-vlan-show
vlans:
2500-2999
(network-admin@ebc-frond-4) > vlan-create id 2875 scope fabric ports none
vlan-create: Vlan 2875 already used by BD
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-4) > vlan-show id 2875
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-4) >
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MEF Services
Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) specifies several kinds such as Ethernet-LAN (E-LAN), Ethernet-LINE
(E-LINE), and Ethernet-Tree (E-Tree). This has many applications such as Internet access, mobile
backhaul, lawful intercept, CCTV, public cloud interconnect and B2B interconnect services.

E-LAN Service
E-LAN service is the same as the traditional bridge domain (many to many) service discussed in this
document.

E-LINE Service
E-LINE service is like the bridge domains in the sense that it needs point to point tunnels that carry
VxLAN encapsulated traffic. Pluribus Netvisor ONE E-LINE service is also called Virtual Link Extension
(vLE) or IP virtual wire. It uses a separate set of static tunnels which are different from the automatic
VxLAN tunnels built with the fabric. These tunnels are transparent in the sense that they do not learn
MAC addresses. vLEs operate at a physical port level i.e., all the traffic of a port is transported as
opposed to traffic limited to a VLAN or a bridge domain.
Virtual Link Extension (vLE) is a pseudo wire feature available in the Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric. It is
also called IP virtual wire. IP virtual wire transparently carries packets from one port of the fabric to
another. The pseudowire is bidirectional.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1*) > lldp-show
local-port chassis-id
port-id
port-desc
sys-name
---------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ -----------5
0b0012ce
5
PN Switch Port(5) sw12
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1*) > switch ebc-frond-3 lldp-show
local-port chassis-id
port-id
port-desc
sys-name
---------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ ------------6
0b0012c0
6
PN Switch Port(6) sw13

From the above lldp output we see that port 5 of the ebc-frond-1 is connected to port 5 of sw12 and
port 6 of ebc-frond-3 is connected to port 6 of sw13.
vLE Creation
The goal is to create a pseudowire between ebc-frond-1 and ebc-frond-3. To do this, we need two
unidirectional static VxLAN tunnels between these two switches. One tunnel will be from ebc-frond-1 to
ebc-frond-3 and the reverse tunnel will be from ebc-frond-3 to ebc-frond-1. Once the tunnels are
created as many pseudo wires can be created between ebc-frond-1 and ebc-frond-3. The tunnel is
created in the steps shown below (a) create VLAN, (b) create VLAN interface (or SVI) and (c) create
tunnels in both directions.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-1,ebc-frond-3 vlan-create id
1021 scope local description VLE-VTEP ports none
ebc-frond-1: Vlans 1021 created
ebc-frond-3: Vlans 1021 created
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-1 vrouter-interface-add
vrouter-name rtrFrond-1 vlan 1021 ip 10.21.1.1/30 mtu 9216
ebc-frond-1: Added interface eth0.1021 with ifIndex 27
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-3 vrouter-interface-add
vrouter-name rtrFrond-3 vlan 1021 ip 10.21.3.1/30 mtu 9216
ebc-frond-3: Added interface eth0.1021 with ifIndex 27
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-1 tunnel-create name
VLE_F1_to_F3 scope local local-ip 10.21.1.1 remote-ip 10.21.3.1 vrouter-name
rtrFrond-1
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-3 tunnel-create name
VLE_F3_to_F1 scope local local-ip 10.21.3.1 remote-ip 10.21.1.1 vrouter-name
rtrFrond-3
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Figure 10:
Lab topology showing
bi-directional VLE
tunnel

The next step is to create an overlay VLAN and attach the two endpoint ports to the VLAN at the two
ends of the pseudo wire. In other words, the traffic between the two ports is carried transparently by the
specified VxLAN id or VNI.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-1 vlan-create id 3001 scope
local description VLE-1 vxlan-mode transparent vxlan 3001000 ports 5 untaggedports 5
ebc-frond-1: Vlans 3001 created
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-3 vlan-create id 3001 scope
local description VLE-1 vxlan-mode transparent vxlan 3001000 ports 6 untaggedports 6
ebc-frond-3: Vlans 3001 created
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-1 tunnel-vxlan-add name
VLE_F1_to_F3 vxlan 3001000
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-3 tunnel-vxlan-add name
VLE_F3_to_F1 vxlan 3001000
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > vle-create name VLE-1 node-1 ebc-frond-1 node1-port 5 node-2 ebc-frond-3 node-2-port 6 tracking
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > vle-show
name node-1
node-2
node-1-port node-2-port status tracking
----- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------ -------VLE-1 ebc-frond-1 ebc-frond-3 5
6
up
enabled
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) >

vLE Operation
Next, we demonstrate the workings of the VLE. We do this by showing the lldp-neighbors at the end
devices sw12 and sw13. One should observe that sw12 and sw13 see each other as lldp-neighbors
even though there is a Fronds switch fabric in between as per physical topology. Recall how we showed
the lldp neighbors prior to VLE creation. We also show how vLE tracking works. If we shut the port at
ebc-frond-3 port 6, the other end ebc-frond-1 port 5 will also be operationally down because of vLE
tracking. In addition, the lldp-neighbor disappears when one end of the vLE endpoint is down.
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CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > port-phy-show
switch
port state speed eth-mode max-frame
----------- ---- ----- ----- -------- --------ebc-frond-1 5
up
10000 sfi
1540
CLI (network-admin@sw13) > lldp-show
switch local-port chassis-id port-id
------ ---------- ---------- ------sw13
6
0b0012ce
5
CLI (network-admin@sw13
CLI (network-admin@sw12) > lldp-show
switch local-port chassis-id port-id
------ ---------- ---------- ------sw12
5
0b0012c0
6
CLI (network-admin@sw12

port 5
learning def-vlan
-------- -------off
0

port-desc
sys-name
----------------- -------PN Switch Port(5) sw12
port-desc
sys-name
------------------ ----------PN Switch Port(6) sw13

CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-3) > port-config-modify port 6 disable
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-3
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > port-phy-show
switch
port state speed eth-mode max-frame
----------- ---- ----- ----- -------- --------ebc-frond-1 5
down 10000 sfi
1540
CLI
CLI
CLI
CLI

port 5
learning def-vlan
-------- -------off
0

(network-admin@sw13) > lldp-show
(network-admin@sw13
(network-admin@sw12) > lldp-show
(network-admin@sw12)

CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-3) > port-config-modify port 6 enable
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > port-phy-show
switch
port state speed eth-mode max-frame
----------- ---- ----- ----- -------- --------ebc-frond-1 5
up
10000 sfi
1540

port 5
learning def-vlan
-------- -------off
0

CLI (network-admin@sw13) > lldp-show
switch local-port chassis-id port-id port-desc
sys-name
------ ---------- ---------- ------- ----------------- -------sw13
6
0b0012ce
5
PN Switch Port(5) sw12
CLI (network-admin@sw13)
CLI (network-admin@sw12) > lldp-show
switch local-port chassis-id port-id port-desc
sys-name
------ ---------- ---------- ------- ------------------ ----------sw12
5
0b0012c0
6
PN Switch Port(6) sw13

Thus, one can see how the vLE tracking as well lldp-neighborship work.

E-Tree Service
E-TREE is a bridging service where the bridging is not allowed between tree leaves but is allowed
between the leaves and the tree root. Below we show the configuration and testing of the E-tree service.
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Figure 11:
Fabric topology with
E-tree

Figure 12:
E-tree permitted paths

In this example, bridging is disabled between ebc-frond-1 and ebc-frond-2 VTEPs. Bridging is allowed
between ebc-frond-3 (or ebc-frond-4) and the other two nodes.
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) >
bridge-domain-create name bd130 scope fabric vxlan 130130
description bdtest130
vtep-vxlan-add name RTRFROND-1 vxlan 130130 isolated
vtep-vxlan-add name RTRFROND-2 vxlan 130130 isolated
vtep-vxlan-add name RTRFROND-3 vxlan 130130
vtep-vxlan-add name RTRFROND-4 vxlan 130130
switch ebc-frond-1 bridge-domain-port-add name bd130 port
switch ebc-frond-2 bridge-domain-port-add name bd130 port
switch ebc-frond-3 bridge-domain-port-add name bd130 port

rsvd-vlan 4015

22 vlans 130
22 vlans 130
22 vlans 130

Server configuration ebc-server-2
vconfig add ens1f0 130
ip addr add 172.18.130.3 dev ens1f0.130
ip route add 172.18.130.0/24 dev ens1f0.130
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Server configuration ebc-server-4
vconfig add ens3f1 130
ip addr add 172.18.130.2 dev ens3f1.130
ip route add 172.18.130.0/24 dev ens3f1.130

Server configuration ebc-server-11
vconfig add eth3 130
ip addr add 172.18.130.4 dev eth3.130
ip route add 172.18.130.0/24 dev eth3.130
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-show
switch
name scope vxlan auto-vxlan description rsvd-vlan ports maclearning
----------- ----- ------ ------ ---------- ----------- --------- ---------------ebc-frond-1 bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
22
on
ebc-frond-2 bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
22
on
ebc-frond-3 bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
22
on
ebc-frond-4 bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
on
ebc-spine-7 bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
on
ebc-spine-8 bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
on
vnv-1
bd130 fabric 130130 no
bdtest130
4015
on
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-port-show
switch
name port vlans l2-learning
----------- ----- ---- ----- ----------ebc-frond-1 bd130 22
130
none
ebc-frond-2 bd130 22
130
none
ebc-frond-3 bd130 22
130
none
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > running-config-show | grep bridge-domain
bridge-domain-create name bd130 scope fabric vxlan 130130 description bdtest130
rsvd-vlan 4015
bridge-domain-port-add name bd130 port 22 vlans 130
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1)
root@ebc-server-2:~# ping -s 1200 172.18.130.4
PING 172.18.130.4 (172.18.130.4) 1200(1228) bytes of data.
1208 bytes from 172.18.130.4: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.148 ms
1208 bytes from 172.18.130.4: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.105 ms
--- 172.18.130.4 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 1998ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.105/0.135/0.154/0.025 ms
root@ebc-server-2:~# ping -s 1200 172.18.130.2
PING 172.18.130.2 (172.18.130.2) 1200(1228) bytes of data.
--- 172.18.130.2 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 0 received, 100% packet loss, time 1999ms
root@ebc-server-2:~# ifconfig ens1f0.130
ens1f0.130 inet addr:172.18.130.3 Bcast:0.0.0.0 Mask:255.255.255.255
root@ebc-server-2:~# ip route show | grep 130
172.18.130.0/24 dev ens1f0.130 scope link
root@ebc-server-4:~# ping -s 1200 172.18.130.3
PING 172.18.130.3 (172.18.130.3) 1200(1228) bytes of data.
From 172.18.130.2 icmp_seq=1 Destination Host Unreachable
--- 172.18.130.3 ping statistics --11 packets transmitted, 0 received, +9 errors, 100% packet loss, time 9999ms
root@ebc-server-4:~# ping -s 1200 172.18.130.4
PING 172.18.130.4 (172.18.130.4) 1200(1228) bytes of data.
1208 bytes from 172.18.130.4: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.242 ms
4 packets transmitted, 4 received, 0% packet loss, time 2999ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.112/0.155/0.242/0.052 ms
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root@ebc-server-4:~# ifconfig ens3f1.130
ens3f1.130 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 0c:c4:7a:b6:fc:47
inet addr:172.18.130.2 Bcast:0.0.0.0 Mask:255.255.255.255
root@ebc-server-4:~# ip route show | grep 130
172.18.130.0/24 dev ens3f1.130 scope link
root@ebc-serverroot@ebc-server-11:~# ping 172.18.130.2
PING 172.18.130.2 (172.18.130.2) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.18.130.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.206 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.130.2: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.175 ms
--- 172.18.130.2 ping statistics --3 packets transmitted, 3 received, 0% packet loss, time 1998ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.173/0.184/0.206/0.021 ms
root@ebc-server-11:~# ping 172.18.130.4
PING 172.18.130.4 (172.18.130.4) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.18.130.4: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.074 ms
--- 172.18.130.4 ping statistics --1 packets transmitted, 1 received, 0% packet loss, time 0ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.074/0.074/0.074/0.000 ms
root@ebc-server-11:~# ifconfig eth3.130
eth3.130 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:12:c0:80:3c:01
inet addr:172.18.130.4 Bcast:0.0.0.0 Mask:255.255.255.255
root@ebc-server-11:~# ip route show | grep 130
172.18.130.0/24 dev eth3.130 scope link
root@ebc-server-11

We can have isolation at port level using the no-local-switching option. For example, we can
isolate ports 1 and 2 from each other as follows.
CLI (network-admin@Leaf1) > port-config-modify port 1,2 no-local-switching

The E-TREE however, provides granular isolation.

Disabling MAC Learning on a Bridge Domain
In certain bridge domains, the MAC address learning function can be disabled to achieve better
scalability, or because it is not strictly required (for example on point-to- point connections). Mac
Learning can be disabled on the tunnels or within bridge domains. In addition, Mac learning can be
disabled on a specific port of a bridge domain. The learning options at the port level take precedence.
By default, mac-learning is enabled at all levels except at the port level. For bridge-domain-port-add
mac-learning is none by default. If mac-learning is set to none, then bridge-domain-ports will inherit
the mac-learning status of the bridge-domain. A service provider may want to no learn tenant or client
MAC addresses for various reasons. For example, not knowing client MAC could be a privacy or security
policy. It can also be for scaling since client MAC addresses could overwhelm service provider switch
hardware MAC table. To prevent MAC entries from hogging the hardware MAC table, we should disable
MAC learning both on the tunnels and the bridge domains.
A typical fabric over L3 will have a full mesh of auto tunnels which have MAC learning enabled and pass
regular data traffic. This is shown in Figure 13.
.
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Figure 13:
Fabric with auto
tunnels

Next, we create additional static tunnels with MAC learning. This is shown in Figure 14. The steps for
creating static tunnels are shown below. We create a VLAN (4012) first, then create vrouter-interfaces
(SVIs) on the switches.

Figure 14:
Fabric with No Mac
Learning tunnels added
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CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf1 vlan-create id 4012 scope local
description NOMAC-VTEP1 ports none
CLeaf1: Vlans 4012 created
CLI(adm@CLeaf1)>switch CLeaf1 vrouter-interface-add vrouter-name rtrCLeaf1 vlan
4012 ip 10.21.1.1/30 mtu 9216
CLeaf1: Added interface eth0.4012 with ifIndex 27
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > vlan-show id 4012
switch id
auto-vxlan scope description active
------ ---- ---------- ----- ----------- -----CLeaf1 4012 no
local NOMAC-VTEP1 yes
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf2 vlan-create id 4012 scope local
description NOMAC-VTEP2 ports none
CLeaf2: Vlans 4012 created
CLI(adm@CLeaf1)>switch CLeaf2 vrouter-interface-add vrouter-name rtrCLeaf2 vlan
4012 ip 10.21.2.1/30 mtu 9216
CLeaf2: Added interface eth0.4012 with ifIndex 27
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf3 vlan-create id 4012 scope local
description NOMAC-VTEP3 ports none
CLeaf3: Vlans 4012 created
CLI(adm@CLeaf1)>switch CLeaf3 vrouter-interface-add vrouter-name rtrCLeaf3 vlan
4012 ip 10.21.3.1/30 mtu 9216
CLeaf3: Added interface eth0.4012 with ifIndex 30

Next, we create the tunnels based on the vrouter interfaces as end points.
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf1 tunnel-create name NOMAC_TNL_C1_C2
scope local local-ip 10.21.1.1 remote-ip 10.21.2.1 vrouter-name rtrCLeaf1 no-maclearning
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf1 tunnel-create name NOMAC_TNL_C1_C3
scope local local-ip 10.21.1.1 remote-ip 10.21.3.1 vrouter-name rtrCLeaf1 no-maclearning
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf2 tunnel-create name NOMAC_TNL_C2_C1
scope local local-ip 10.21.2.1 remote-ip 10.21.1.1 vrouter-name rtrCLeaf2 no-maclearning
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf2 tunnel-create name NOMAC_TNL_C2_C3
scope local local-ip 10.21.2.1 remote-ip 10.21.3.1 vrouter-name rtrCLeaf2 no-maclearning
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf3 tunnel-create name NOMAC_TNL_C3_C1
scope local local-ip 10.21.3.1 remote-ip 10.21.1.1 vrouter-name rtrCLeaf3 no-maclearning
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf3 tunnel-create name NOMAC_TNL_C3_C2
scope local local-ip 10.21.3.1 remote-ip 10.21.2.1 vrouter-name rtrCLeaf3 no-maclearning

We confirm the tunnels are created and are up.
CLef1)>tunnel-show no-mac-learning format switch,name,vrouter-name,localip,remote-ip,active,state,mac-learning
switch name
vrouter-name local-ip remote-ip active state mac-learning
------ --------------- ------------ --------- --------- ------ ----- -----------CLeaf1 NOMAC_TNL_C1_C2 rtrCLeaf1
10.21.1.1 10.21.2.1 yes
ok
off
CLeaf1 NOMAC_TNL_C1_C3 rtrCLeaf1
10.21.1.1 10.21.3.1 yes
ok
off
CLeaf2 NOMAC_TNL_C2_C1 rtrCLeaf2
10.21.2.1 10.21.1.1 yes
ok
off
CLeaf2 NOMAC_TNL_C2_C3 rtrCLeaf2
10.21.2.1 10.21.3.1 yes
ok
off
CLeaf3 NOMAC_TNL_C3_C1 rtrCLeaf3
10.21.3.1 10.21.1.1 yes
ok
off
CLeaf3 NOMAC_TNL_C3_C2 rtrCLeaf3
10.21.3.1 10.21.2.1 yes
ok
off

Subsequently, we create bridge domains that are attached to these tunnels instead of the auto tunnels.
Thus, we will not use the auto-vxlan feature, but manually add the bridge-domain VNI to the tunnels.
One may note that tunnel-creation is a one-time effort. The same tunnels can be used by subsequent
bridge domains.
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The configuration commands below create a bridge domain and add ports to it.
bridge-domain-create name bd131nomac scope fabric vxlan 131131 rsvd-vlan 4016
auto-vxlan no-mac-learning description bdtest131
switch CLeaf1 bridge-domain-port-add name bd131nomac port 6 vlans 131
switch CLeaf2 bridge-domain-port-add name bd131nomac port 5 vlans 131
switch CLeaf3 bridge-domain-port-add name bd131nomac port 5 vlans 131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-show name bd131nomac
switch name
vxlan auto-vxlan description rsvd-vlan ports mac-learning
------ ---------- ------ ---------- ----------- --------- ----- -----------CLeaf1 bd131nomac 131131 yes
bdtest131
4016
6
off
CLeaf3 bd131nomac 131131 yes
bdtest131
4016
5
off
CLeaf2 bd131nomac 131131 yes
bdtest131
4016
5
off
BLeaf1 bd131nomac 131131 yes
bdtest131
4016
off
BLeaf2 bd131nomac 131131 yes
bdtest131
4016
off
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-port-show name bd131nomac
switch name
port vlans l2-learning
------ ---------- ---- ----- ----------CLeaf1 bd131nomac 6
131
none
CLeaf3 bd131nomac 5
131
none
CLeaf2 bd131nomac 5
131
none

The VNI of the bridge domain is now attached to all the tunnels. One may note that we never explicitly
created VTEP. There is only one set of VTEPs used by auto tunnels. We use the static tunnels directly.
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf1 tunnel-vxlan-add
vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf1 tunnel-vxlan-add
vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf2 tunnel-vxlan-add
vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf2 tunnel-vxlan-add
vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf3 tunnel-vxlan-add
vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf3 tunnel-vxlan-add
vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > vtep-vxlan-show vxlan 131131
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > tunnel-vxlan-show vxlan 131131
switch name
vxlan
------ --------------- -----CLeaf1 NOMAC_TNL_C1_C2 131131
CLeaf1 NOMAC_TNL_C1_C3 131131
CLeaf3 NOMAC_TNL_C3_C1 131131
CLeaf3 NOMAC_TNL_C3_C2 131131
CLeaf2 NOMAC_TNL_C2_C1 131131
CLeaf2 NOMAC_TNL_C2_C3 131131
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name NOMAC_TNL_C1_C2
name NOMAC_TNL_C1_C3
name NOMAC_TNL_C2_C1
name NOMAC_TNL_C2_C3
name NOMAC_TNL_C3_C1
name NOMAC_TNL_C3_C2

Next, we test the MAC learning disable on the tunnels and bridge domains using the server interfaces on
sv22, sv23 and sv24 as shown in Figure 14. The server interface configuration is shown below.
root@sv24:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.131 172.18.131.24
root@sv24:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.131 hw ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:83:24
root@sv24:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.131
enp1s0f3.131: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 9000
inet 172.18.131.24 netmask 255.255.0.0 broadcast 172.18.255.255
ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:83:24 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
root@sv24:~# ip route add 172.18.131.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.131
root@sv24:~# ip route show | grep 131
172.18.131.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.131 scope link
root@sv23:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.131 172.18.131.23
root@sv23:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.131 hw ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:83:23
root@sv23:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.131
enp1s0f3.131: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 9000
inet 172.18.131.23 netmask 255.255.0.0 broadcast 172.18.255.255
ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:83:23 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
root@sv23:~# ip route add 172.18.131.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.131
root@sv23:~# ip route show | grep 131
172.18.131.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.131 scope link
root@sv22:~# ifconfig enp1s0f2.131 172.18.131.22
root@sv22:~# ifconfig enp1s0f2.131 hw ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:83:22
root@sv22:~# ifconfig enp1s0f2.131
enp1s0f2.131: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 1500
inet 172.18.131.22 netmask 255.255.0.0 broadcast 172.18.255.255
ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:83:22 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
root@sv22:~# ip route add 172.18.131.0/24 dev enp1s0f2.131
root@sv22:~# ip route show | grep 131
172.18.131.0/24 dev enp1s0f2.131 scope link

Successfully ping from 172.18.131.24 to 172.18.131.23.
root@sv24:~# ping 172.18.131.23
64 bytes from 172.18.131.23: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.282 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.131.23: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.450 ms

While the pings are successful, we verify MAC learning disable in a couple of ways.
The packets are flooded in the LAN and can be seen on sv22.
root@sv22:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f2.131
listening on enp1s0f2.131, link-type EN10MB (Ethernet), capture size 262144 bytes
20:50:40.664953 IP 172.18.131.24 > 172.18.131.23: ICMP echo request, id 30143,
seq 7, length 64
20:50:40.664979 IP 172.18.131.23 > 172.18.131.24: ICMP echo reply, id 30143, seq
7, length 64
20:50:41.688790 IP 172.18.131.24 > 172.18.131.23: ICMP echo request, id 30143,
seq 8, length 64
20:50:41.688836 IP 172.18.131.23 > 172.18.131.24: ICMP echo reply, id 30143, seq
8, length 64

The hardware MAC address table of a switch is shown in l2-table-show. We confirm the MAC
addresses are not learnt.
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch * l2-table-show ip 172.18.131.22
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch * l2-table-show ip 172.18.131.23
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch * l2-table-show ip 172.18.131.24
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The vport table or even the l3-table are software tables, and they may have entries.
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) >
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) >
mac
bd
----------------- ---------0c:c4:7a:eb:83:23 bd131nomac
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) >
mac
bd
----------------- ---------0c:c4:7a:eb:83:24 bd131nomac

vport-show ip 172.18.131.22
vport-show ip 172.18.131.23
vxlan ip
------ ------------131131 172.18.131.23
vport-show ip 172.18.131.24
vxlan ip
------ ------------131131 172.18.131.24

Bridge Domain Transparent Mode
Bridge domain transparent mode is used when end to end VLAN tag and CoS field (priority bits) should
be preserved. Some service providers want customer traffic to be transported as is - i.e., p-bits or the
vlan tag should be preserved in the single tagged or double tagged case. There is a related option –
remove-tags used when CoS field need not be preserved.
These are options
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-create name test1 scope fabric vxlaninner-packet
auto
Remove the outer-tag for Q-in-Q packets, retain the VLAN tag for
802.1q packets
remove-tags Remove the VLAN tags in
payload
transparent Preserve all the VLAN tags as is in the payload

There are a few ways to preserve p-bits for the traffic in a fabric. One way is to configure the priority tag
on every link and another way is to use the transparent mode of the bridge domain.

Bridge Domain without Transparent Mode
We will see a bridge domain without a transparent mode, before we see a bridge domain with
transparent mode. This is the default mode of the vxlan-inner-packet attribute. Auto is the implicit default
transport mode, which represents the pre-6.1.0 mode of operation. In the VXLAN transport it removes the
outer VLAN tag for 802.1ad-tagged packets and retains the VLAN tag for 802.1Q-tagged packets.
Switch configuration
The topology here is the same as in Figure 13.
bridge-domain-create name bd132 scope fabric vxlan 132132 rsvd-vlan 4017 autovxlan description bdtest132
switch CLeaf1 bridge-domain-port-add name bd132 port 6 vlans 132
switch CLeaf2 bridge-domain-port-add name bd132 port 5 vlans 132
switch CLeaf3 bridge-domain-port-add name bd132 port 5 vlans 132

Server configuration
root@sv24:~# ip link set enp1s0f3.132 down
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The following command sets the priority of the sub interface enp1s0f3.132 to 6.
root@sv24:~# vconfig set_egress_map enp1s0f3.132 0 6
Set egress mapping on device -:enp1s0f3.132:- Should be visible in
/proc/net/vlan/enp1s0f3.132
root@sv24:~# ip link set enp1s0f3.132 up
root@sv24:~# ip route add 172.18.132.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.132
root@sv24:~# ping 172.18.132.2
64 bytes from 172.18.132.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.589 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.132.2: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.447 ms
root@sv24:~# cat /proc/net/vlan/enp1s0f3.132
enp1s0f3.132 VID: 132
REORDER_HDR: 1 dev->priv_flags: 1001
total frames received
143
total bytes received
17333
Broadcast/Multicast Rcvd
87
total frames transmitted
172
total bytes transmitted
21476
Device: enp1s0f3
INGRESS priority mappings: 0:0 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:0 5:0 6:0 7:0
EGRESS priority mappings: 0:6
root@sv24
root@sv23:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.132
enp1s0f3.132: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 9000
inet 172.18.132.2 netmask 255.255.255.255 broadcast 0.0.0.0
ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
root@sv23:~# ip route show
172.18.132.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.132 scope link

Priority set to 6 on packets originating at source 172.18.132.11 on sv24.
root@sv24:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
22:54:49.083528 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 132, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 57437, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.132.11 > 172.18.132.2: ICMP echo request, id 3809, seq 28, length 64
22:54:49.083852 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 132, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 59369, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.132.2 > 172.18.132.11: ICMP echo reply, id 3809, seq 28, length 64
Priority is 0 upon packets reaching 172.18.132.2 at sv23
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
22:54:41.914878 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 132, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 56542, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.132.11 > 172.18.132.2: ICMP echo request, id 3809, seq 21, length 64
22:54:41.914933 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 132, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 58361, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.132.2 > 172.18.132.11: ICMP echo reply, id 3809, seq 21, length 64
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv -w jun19_nocos_refl.pcap

Figure 15:
P-bits in the auto mode
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It can be seen from Figure 15 that the p-bits are set to 6 at the source but are not seen at the destination
i.e., reset to 0. This is because the bridge domain bd132 is using the vxlan-inner-packet auto
which is the default.

Bridge Domain with Transparent Mode
Below, we show the configuration of a transparent bridge domain.
Switch configuration
This is the same configuration as bd132 seen earlier except the vxlan-inner-packet attribute is
transparent.
bridge-domain-create name bd133 scope fabric vxlan 133133 auto-vxlan vxlan-innerpacket transparent description bdtest133
switch CLeaf1 bridge-domain-port-add name bd133 port 6 vlans 133
switch CLeaf2 bridge-domain-port-add name bd133 port 5 vlans 133
switch CLeaf3 bridge-domain-port-add name bd133 port 5 vlans 133
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-show name bd133
switch name scope vxlan description ports vxlan-inner-packet
------ ----- ------ ------ ----------- ----- -----------------CLeaf1 bd133 fabric 133133 bdtest133
6
transparent
CLeaf3 bd133 fabric 133133 bdtest133
5
transparent
CLeaf2 bd133 fabric 133133 bdtest133
5
transparent
BLeaf1 bd133 fabric 133133 bdtest133
transparent
BLeaf2 bd133 fabric 133133 bdtest133
transparent
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-port-show name bd133
switch name port vlans l2-learning
------ ----- ---- ----- ----------CLeaf1 bd133 6
133
none
CLeaf3 bd133 5
133
none
CLeaf2 bd133 5
133
none

Server configuration
Sv24
ip link set down enp1s0f3.133
vconfig add enp1s0f3 133
ip link set enp1s0f3.133 mtu 9000
ip addr add 172.18.133.11 dev enp1s0f3.133
ip link set up enp1s0f3.133
sleep 3
ip route add 172.18.133.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.133

Sv23
ip link set down enp1s0f3.133
vconfig add enp1s0f3 133
ip link set enp1s0f3.133 mtu 9000
ip addr add 172.18.133.2 dev enp1s0f3.133
ip link set up enp1s0f3.133
sleep 3
ip route add 172.18.133.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.133
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mac-learning
-----------on
on
on
on
on

Sv22
ip link set down enp1s0f2.133
vconfig add enp1s0f2 133
ip link set enp1s0f2.133 mtu 9000
ip addr add 172.18.133.3 dev enp1s0f2.133
ip link set up enp1s0f2.133
sleep 3
ip route add 172.18.133.0/24 dev enp1s0f2.133
root@sv24:~# ip link set enp1s0f3.133 down

The following command sets the priority of the sub interface enp1s0f3.133 to 6.
root@sv24:~# vconfig set_egress_map enp1s0f3.133 0 6
Set egress mapping on device -:enp1s0f3.133:- Should be visible in
/proc/net/vlan/enp1s0f3.133
root@sv24:~# cat /proc/net/vlan/enp1s0f3.133
enp1s0f3.133 VID: 133
REORDER_HDR: 1 dev->priv_flags: 1001
total frames received
96
total bytes received
13572
Broadcast/Multicast Rcvd
78
total frames transmitted
69
total bytes transmitted
9192
Device: enp1s0f3
INGRESS priority mappings: 0:0 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:0 5:0 6:0 7:0
EGRESS priority mappings: 0:6
root@sv24:~# ip link set enp1s0f3.133 up
root@sv24:~# ip route add 172.18.133.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.133
root@sv24:~# ping 172.18.133.2
64 bytes from 172.18.133.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.754 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.133.2: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.382 ms
root@sv24:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.133
enp1s0f3.133: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 9000
inet 172.18.133.11 netmask 255.255.255.255 broadcast 0.0.0.0
ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)

Priority set to 6 on packets originating at source 172.18.133.11 on sv24
root@sv24:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
23:24:50.323499 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 133, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 4630, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.133.11 > 172.18.133.2: ICMP echo request, id 4889, seq 1, length 64
23:24:50.323811 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 133, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 51119, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.133.2 > 172.18.133.11: ICMP echo reply, id 4889, seq 1, length 64

Priority is transparently preserved at 6 upon packets reaching 172.18.133.2 at sv23
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
23:24:50.321643 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 133, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 4630, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.133.11 > 172.18.133.2: ICMP echo request, id 4889, seq 1, length 64
23:24:50.321692 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 133, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 51119, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.133.2 > 172.18.133.11: ICMP echo reply, id 4889, seq 1, length 64
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv -w jun19_cos_refl.pcap
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Figure 16:
P-bits with transparent
mode

Now the priority bits and the ethernet tags are preserved as the packet traverses through the fabric.

Bridge Domain and VLAN on the Same Port
Bridge domains and VLANs can be assigned to the same physical port. This way VLAN traffic and bridge
domain traffic can co-exist. In addition, VLANs support routed interfaces or SVIs. However, the bridge
domain outer tag and the VLAN tag cannot overlap.
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > vlan-show id 134
switch id type
vxlan auto-vxlan scope description active stats ports
untagged-ports
------ --- ------ ------ ----------- ------ ----------- ------ ----- -----------------CLeaf1 134 public 134134 yes
fabric vlan-134
yes
no
0,6
none
CLeaf3 134 public 134134 yes
fabric vlan-134
yes
no
0,5
none
CLeaf2 134 public 134134 yes
fabric vlan-134
yes
no
0,5
none
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-port-show
switch name
port vlans l2-learning
------ ---------- ---- ----- ----------CLeaf1 bd131nomac 6
131
none
CLeaf3 bd131nomac 5
131
none
CLeaf2 bd131nomac 5
131
none
CLeaf1 bd132
6
132
none
CLeaf3 bd132
5
132
none
CLeaf2 bd132
5
132
none
CLeaf1 bd133
6
133
none
CLeaf3 bd133
5
133
none
CLeaf2 bd133
5
133
none
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch-local bridge-domain-show
switch name
scope vxlan auto-vxlan rsvd-vlan ports vxlan-inner-packet
mac-learning
------ ---------- ------ ------ ---------- --------- ----- ----------------------------CLeaf1 bd131nomac fabric 131131 yes
4016
6
auto
off
CLeaf1 bd132
fabric 132132 yes
4017
6
auto
on
CLeaf1 bd133
fabric 133133 yes
6
transparent
on
root@sv24:~# ip route show
172.18.134.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.134 scope link
root@sv24:~# ip link set enp1s0f3.134 down
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The following command sets the priority of the sub interface enp1s0f3.134 to 6
root@sv24:~# vconfig set_egress_map enp1s0f3.134 0 6
Set egress mapping on device -:enp1s0f3.134:- Should be visible in
/proc/net/vlan/enp1s0f3.134
root@sv24:~# cat /proc/net/vlan/enp1s0f3.134
enp1s0f3.134 VID: 134
REORDER_HDR: 1 dev->priv_flags: 1001
total frames received
109
total bytes received
14508
Broadcast/Multicast Rcvd
89
total frames transmitted
80
total bytes transmitted
10118
Device: enp1s0f3
INGRESS priority mappings: 0:0 1:0 2:0 3:0 4:0 5:0 6:0 7:0
EGRESS priority mappings: 0:6
root@sv24:~# ip link set enp1s0f3.134 up
root@sv24:~# ip route add 172.18.134.0/24 dev enp1s0f3.134
root@sv24:~# ping 172.18.134.2
64 bytes from 172.18.134.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.538 ms
64 bytes from 172.18.134.2: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.383 ms
root@sv24:~# ifconfig enp1s0f3.134
enp1s0f3.134: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 9000
inet 172.18.134.11 netmask 255.255.255.255 broadcast 0.0.0.0
ether 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)

The following dumps show the priority bits are not preserved as the traffic goes from sv24 to sv23. There
is no transparent mode feature for VLANs like bridge domains. The only way to preserve the p-bits is to
use hop by hop priority tagging as described in the next section.
root@sv24:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
19:11:48.749297 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 46720, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.11 > 172.18.134.2: ICMP echo request, id 11329, seq 1, length 64
19:11:48.749382 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 12683, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.2 > 172.18.134.11: ICMP echo reply, id 11329, seq 1, length 64
19:11:49.755497 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 46766, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.11 > 172.18.134.2: ICMP echo request, id 11329, seq 2, length 64
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
19:11:48.748402 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 46720, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.11 > 172.18.134.2: ICMP echo request, id 11329, seq 1, length 64
19:11:48.748430 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 12683, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.2 > 172.18.134.11: ICMP echo reply, id 11329, seq 1, length 64
19:11:49.754861 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 46766, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.11 > 172.18.134.2: ICMP echo request, id 11329, seq 2, length 64
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv -w jun20_vlan_nocos_refl.pcap
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Figure 17:
Intra VLAN traffic with
p-bits

Per Hop Priority Tagging
The priority bits p-bits can be preserved for 802.1q tagged bridge domain packets and VLAN tagged
packets. For this, every (leaf and spine) link in each hop from the ingress to egress port should be priority
tagged. This may need to be bidirectional as needed.
Figure 18:
Priority tagging on a
per hop basis

CLI (network-admin@spine21) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name
rtrspine21 nic eth0.4092 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@spine21) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name
rtrspine21 nic eth0.4089 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@spine22) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name
rtrspine22 nic eth0.4092 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@spine22) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name
rtrspine22 nic eth0.4089 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf2*) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name rtrCLeaf2 nic
eth0.4092 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf2*) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name rtrCLeaf2 nic
eth0.4091 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name rtrCLeaf1 nic
eth0.4091 priority-tag
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > vrouter-interface-modify vrouter-name rtrCLeaf1 nic
eth0.4092 priority-tag
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CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1)>switch CLeaf1,CLeaf2 lldp-show format switch,localport,port-id,port-desc,sys-name, | grep spine
switch local-port port-id
port-desc
sys-name
------ ---------- ----------------- ------------------ -------CLeaf1 17
1
PN Switch Port(1) spine22
CLeaf1 21
5
PN Switch Port(5) spine21
CLeaf2 13
37
PN Switch Port(37) spine21
CLeaf2 17
25
PN Switch Port(25) spine22
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > switch CLeaf1,CLeaf2 vrouter-interface-show format
switch,nic,l3-port,
vrouter-name switch nic
l3-port
------------ ------ --------- ------rtrCLeaf1
CLeaf1 eth0.4092 21
rtrCLeaf1
CLeaf1 eth0.4091 17
rtrCLeaf2
CLeaf2 eth0.4092 13
rtrCLeaf2
CLeaf2 eth0.4091 17

Now, we use the same bd132 as before, but p-bits are preserved because of hop-by-hop priority tagging.
root@sv24:~# ping 172.18.132.2
64 bytes from 172.18.132.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.452 ms
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
13:08:36.734453 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 64: vlan 132, p 6, ethertype ARP,
Ethernet (len 6), IPv4 (len 4), Request who-has 172.18.132.2 tell 172.18.132.11,
length 46
13:08:36.734463 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 46: vlan 132, p 0, ethertype ARP,
Ethernet (len 6), IPv4 (len 4), Reply 172.18.132.2 is-at 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), length 28
13:08:37.758455 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 132, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 41515, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.132.11 > 172.18.132.2: ICMP echo request, id 21764, seq 624, length 64
13:08:37.758511 0c:c4:7a:eb:8d:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:8e:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 132, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 48510, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.132.2 > 172.18.132.11: ICMP echo reply, id 21764, seq 624, length 64
root@sv24:~# ping 172.18.134.2
PING 172.18.134.2 (172.18.134.2) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.18.134.2: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.143 ms
root@sv23:~# tcpdump -i enp1s0f3 -e -vvvv
13:12:12.830404 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 6, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 11972, offset 0, flags [DF], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.11 > 172.18.134.2: ICMP echo request, id 21821, seq 8, length 64
13:12:12.830460 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:ef (oui Unknown) > 0c:c4:7a:eb:64:27 (oui
Unknown), ethertype 802.1Q (0x8100), length 102: vlan 134, p 0, ethertype IPv4,
(tos 0x0, ttl 64, id 58731, offset 0, flags [none], proto ICMP (1), length 84)
172.18.134.2 > 172.18.134.11: ICMP echo reply, id 21821, seq 8, length 64

Bridge Domain Untagged to Tagged
Broadcom Trident family asics typically insert a user defined dot1q tag for untagged traffic at vxlan
encapsulation and remove the dot1q tagged carried in the vxlan encapsulated packet after vxlan
decapsulation. This causes tagged host not to communicate with untagged host in the same BD when
untagged, dot1q tagged and q-in-q traffic need to communicate with each other. This limitation is
overcome from 6.1.1 onwards.
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We use a new type of bridge domain using ‘remove-tags’ option.
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-create name test1 scope fabric vxlaninner-packet
auto
Remove the outer-tag for Q-in-Q packets, retain the VLAN tag for
802.1q packets
remove-tags Remove the VLAN tags in payload
transparent Preserve all the VLAN tags as is in the payload

CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-create name bd126r127dt scope
fabric vxlan 126200 rsvd-vlan 4013 auto-vxlan vxlan-inner-packet remove-tags
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-1 bridge-domain-port-add name
bd126r127dt port 22 vlans 126,128
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > switch ebc-frond-3 bridge-domain-port-add name
bd126r127dt port 22 untagged-port-vlan 126
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > vport-show ip 172.18.125.6
owner
mac
bd
vxlan ip
ports state status
----------- ----------------- ----------- ------ ------------ ----- ------ -----ebc-frond-3 00:12:c0:80:3c:01 bd126r127dt 126200 172.18.125.6 22
active host
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > vport-show ip 172.18.125.3
owner
mac
bd
vxlan ip
ports state status
----------- ----------------- ----------- ------ ------------ ----- ------ -----ebc-frond-1 40:8d:5c:d1:cc:3b bd126r127dt 126200 172.18.125.3 22
active host
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-show
switch
name
scope vxlan auto-vxlan description rsvd-vlan ports
vxlan-inner-packet
----------- ----------- ------ ------ ---------- ----------- --------- ---------------------ebc-frond-1 bd126r127dt fabric 126200
yes
4013
22
remove-tags
ebc-frond-4 bd126r127dt fabric 126200
yes
4013
remove-tags
ebc-frond-3 bd126r127dt fabric 126200
yes
4013
22
remove-tags
ebc-frond-2 bd126r127dt fabric 126200
yes
4013
remove-tags
CLI (network-admin@ebc-frond-1) > bridge-domain-port-show
switch
name
port vlans
untagged-port-vlan l2-learning
----------- ----------- ---- ------- ------------------ ----------ebc-frond-1 bd126r127dt 22
126,128
none
ebc-frond-3 bd126r127dt 22
126
none
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root@ebc-server-2:~# ifconfig ens1f0.126
ens1f0.126: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 9000
inet 172.18.125.3 netmask 255.255.255.0 broadcast 172.18.125.255
ether 40:8d:5c:d1:cc:3b txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
root@ebc-server-2:~# ip route show
172.18.125.0/24 dev ens1f0.126 proto kernel scope link src 172.18.125.3
172.18.125.0/24 dev ens1f0.128 proto kernel scope link src 172.18.125.5
root@ebc-server-11:~# ip addr add 172.18.125.6 dev eth3
root@ebc-server-11:~# ip route add 172.18.125.0/24 dev eth3
root@ebc-server-11:~# ifconfig eth3
eth3: flags=4163<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,MULTICAST> mtu 1500
inet 172.18.125.6 netmask 255.255.255.255 broadcast 0.0.0.0
ether 00:12:c0:80:3c:01 txqueuelen 1000 (Ethernet)
root@ebc-server-11:~# ip route show
172.18.125.0/24 dev eth3 scope link
root@ebc-server-2:~# ping 172.18.125.6
64 bytes from 172.18.125.6: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.359 ms

Layer2 Protocol Tunneling
In a service provider deployment, we do not want the protocol packets of the tenant to be processed
by the provider bridge. We want the protocol packets to be tunneled through the service provider
cloud. They would be untouched by the provider but delivered from one client port to another.
L2 protocol tunneling can be configured as follows on a switch
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1) > bridge-domain-modify name bd132 l2-tunneling
none
lldp
stp
lacp
all
CLI (network-admin@CLeaf1)

The above CLI provides granularity in choosing the protocols to be tunneled as well.

Summary
This document is a reference on the on the many aspects of bridge domains. They cover the many use
cases as well the details of configuration. Thus, it can server as a deployment guide as well.
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